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Some parts are not legal for use in California or other states with similar regulations. Human
nature being what it is, we tend to disassociate ourselves from things that we do not
understand. We enthusiastically forfeited the breaker-point ignition for the accuracy and
dependability of the electronic ignition, as well as slow-burning, poor-flowing cylinder heads for
the latest offerings. But when the concern turns to fuel systems, we cling tightly to our beloved
carburetor. The carburetor certainly is a wonderful mixing device for air and fuel-the power
levels produced by a NHRA Pro Stock engine certainly prove that-and it has brought us through
the first 50 years of HRM and will be there during the decades to come. Now, however, it is
forced to share the stage with OEM and aftermarket electronic fuel-injection systems. With early
5. Thus, they are the ideal platform for the up-and-coming generation of hot rodders. Low-cost,
high-production numbers, and the shrinking supply of box Novas, make these cars the future of
hot rodding. The fly in this considerable ointment, however, is the rodders who have had a bad
experience with fuel injection, which has turned them away from this technology forever. There
is no denying that an electronic fuel-injection system is much more complicated than a
mechanical fuel pump and a Holley double-pumper, but an open mind and some good tech
stories are all that are needed to uncover its virtues. The concept of what is different about
modifying fuel-injected engines must be established. With this in mind, we submit the following
10 most-deadly sins that a carb rodder falls into when switching over to a high-tech fuel system.
Using factory EFI Intake Manifolds The most common error made is using factory intake
components on a heavily modified engine. Subliminally, most enthusiasts consider the plenum,
the runners, and the lower manifold to be integral parts of the fuel-injection system. The normal
scenario usually includes a killer-stroked small-block, good heads, and a large cam stifled by a
stock TPI unit. The result is an engine that makes no power. In frustration, the owner reverts to
a carb on a single-plane manifold, and the engine runs great. Would you ever use this
combination with a stock carbureted smog intake? Of course not. This is EFI sin number 1. All
of the design work that was executed to develop the GM TPI system was based upon the flow
characteristics of the lowly ci engine. These systems were flow-limited on a stock , let alone on
a modified one. Mathematically airflow at 28 inches of H2O x 0. New to the market for
non-emissions-controlled applications are fuel-injected, single-plane manifolds from ACCEL
and Edelbrock. These units offer runner lengths, flow capabilities, and tuning characteristics
similar to their carbureted counterparts. Port EFI designs an individual injector for each cylinder
are referred to as dry flow. In a wet-flow system, a mixture of air and fuel coarses through the
intake-manifold runners; in port systems, the fuel is administered at the end of the
intake-manifold runner just prior to entry into the cylinder head. The laws of physics dictate that
for every 10 degrees Fahrenheit of change in the temperature of the charge, there will be a
corresponding effect of 1 percent to the specific output of the engine-raising the charge air
temperature will decrease power; cooling it will have the opposite effect. Wet-flow manifolds
enjoy the advantage of cooler charge air temperatures created by the vaporization of the fuel.
When changing from a liquid to a gaseous state, this transformation will consume some of the
heat from the intake tract. Dry-flow manifolds do not benefit from the latent heat of vaporization.
The results of this phenomenon cause fuel-injected engines to be affected more by higher
ambient temperatures and underhood heat. EFI racers know that a bag of ice on the plenum
after every run is essential to obtain maximum performance. For this reason, the latest in engine
technology from Detroit utilizes intake manifolds fabricated from thermoplastics such as

DuPont Zytel, a material relatively impervious to heat. Thus, underhood or ambient
temperatures have less of an effect on the specific output of the engine. Chevrolet's new LS1
and many other engines use this technology. With this in mind, a throttle-body-mounted air
filter may look trick, but it ingests preheated underhood air from the radiator and the engine
compartment. The best-running EFI cars breathe cold air from a ram-air kit. Mustang 5. The
turbulence created by the engagement of the clutch fan causes pockets of low- and
high-pressure air entering the MAF sensor, technically referred to as fan wash. This creates idle
instability, especially if the engine is fitted with a performance camshaft. A simple sheetmetal
shrouding will effectively isolate the air filter from this turbulent air. The sensor is actually a
galvanic battery that produces a minute amount of voltage. When the sensor's output is above
0. Conversely, if the output value is less than 0. Leaded fuel coats the sensor and degrades
output voltage so that the ECU always thinks the mixture is lean. Therefore, the EFI system will
add fuel to try to satisfy the sensor. The injectors on port EFI engines are located just above the
intake valve, making the rings very susceptible to washdown and oil contamination when the
system runs rich. Engines equipped with a knock sensor have the ability to "hear" detonation
and then retard the ignition timing to extinguish abnormal combustion. The problem with this
occurs when a solid-lifter roller cam is used with an electronic-spark control system. It is
common for the noise from this type of valvetrain to be interpreted as detonation, so the ECU
will continually retard the timing. Solid roller cams or otherwise noisy valvetrains should not be
utilized with the knock-retard portions of injection systems. Due to a phenomenon called the
hysteresis of knock when using a closed-loop timing system knock retard , it takes substantially
more spark removal to quench the detonation than would be required to never have the
abnormal combustion begin. If your engine does not detonate at degrees BTDC total timing and
you bump it to 38 degrees and experience detonation, you might assume that the ECU would
only need to remove 2 degrees of advance to squelch the knock. Since the combustion chamber
becomes heated during abnormal combustion, its propensity to knock will be greater, and the
ECU will need to remove as much as four times the amount of additional advance. In the
previous scenario, the EFI system might need to remove 8 degrees of advance to stop the
detonation caused by 2 degrees of additional timing. Away goes the advance and the
performance. So when setting the timing on a system with knock retard, inch up on the
advance; remember that due to the knock sensor, 1 degree too much advance may trigger a
retard of as much as 4 degrees or more. Fuel Pressure Is Not The Float Setting Fuel levels in a
carburetor are required as a reservoir to feed the engine while also controlling the transition
into the main metering circuit, which is often identified as pullover. Running slightly higher float
levels, especially on factory carbs, was an old trick to sharpen throttle response and produce
more power. Common thinking was that if a little is good, a lot has to be better. This logic does
not always carry over to fuel pressure. Most EFI systems on naturally aspirated engines are
centered around a fuel-pressure setting of Raising the fuel pressure above Elevated fuel
pressure is required in an EFI system to provide the proper amount of fuel from the injector and
to protect against percolation and vaporlock in the fuel rail. It is also required to produce the
all-important spray pattern from the injector. The natural tendency of most tinkerers is to raise
the fuel pressure in the hope of producing more power. This procedure is only successful if the
engine is lean. In most instances, it ends up reducing total output. Keep The Juice Up When
equipped with an aftermarket ignition system, carbureted engines are relatively insensitive to
fluctuations in the charging-circuit voltage, so alternator output was never a major concern on
hot rods. The story is quite a bit different with EFI systems. Computers like voltage and become
unpredictable without it. At wide-open throttle WOT , it is possible to draw up to 60 amps of
energy. The same conditions with a mechanical fuel system, and even the most power-hungry
electronic ignition, would usually see a maximum of just 20 amps. Charging-circuit output
affects not only the ECU, but injector opening time and fuel-pump output as well. An internal
program which compensates for the low voltage is incorporated in to the hardware of the ECU.
This function is referred to as voltage correction; it's intended as a fail-safe in the case of an
electrical malfunction, not to correct e. Improperly sized alternators and underdrive pulley kits
have unknowingly driven many a car owner to abandon his EFI system because of idle
instability and poor performance. Camshaft Versus Intake-Manifold Runner Length The length
of the intake-manifold runners has a direct effect on the cam profile that will work in a given
engine. The longer the runner, the more low-speed torque, but the distance the air must travel
limits the rpm range of the engine. Factory port EFI systems allow OE engineers to drastically
lengthen the intake tract to generate copious low-rpm torque, resulting in increased driveability
and fuel economy. Most hot rods, though, are designed around horsepower, not torque. With
torque defined as the amount of work that can be accomplished, horsepower is how fast that
work can be done. Very simply, you need cylinder filling to make torque and rpm for power.

Camshaft profiles that would work well with either a single- or dual-plane intake will not be
effective with a long-runner TPI. The second issue is the large plenum capacity of most
long-runner EFI manifolds. This large capacity becomes a negative if the wrong cam profile is
used. Reversion of the resonance waves of a long-duration cam with increased overlap become
pooled up in the plenum, creating an uneven idle and slight instability during throttle tip-in.
Consequently, increases in duration affect the rpm range in which the cam will become efficient.
Lobe-separation angles in the to degree range are usually the most complementary to these
intakes. Larger at 0. Historically, in the small-block engine, durations of up to degrees at 0. The
single-plane EFI manifold has tuning and camshaft compatibilities that allow the use of longer
durations. On an eight-cylinder engine, each injector will only feed the fuel requirements of one
cylinder, or one-eighth of the engine's total horsepower. As an example, a 5. Another area of
concern for rodders should be whether the injector windings will be compatible with the driver
in the ECU. A driver circuit turns the injector on and off. Most domestic engines use
high-impedance injectors ohms , while some of the larger replacement injectors may be in the
ohm range. Since the amount of fuel the engine needs to produce 1 horsepower is determined
by its brake specific fuel consumption BSFC , and most late-style engines have a BSFC of 0.
Whenever larger injectors are installed, the engine calibration must be changed to match the
pulse width issued to the engine's need. Fuel Pressure" chart to determine the horsepower
potential of your injectors. The aftermarket is full of companies that offer different chips, but for
them to be accurate, your combination needs to be very close to the combination of the engine
that was used to write the calibration. Due to liability concerns with the EPA, most performance
chips alter only the WOT fuel and timing tables, leaving the idle and part-throttle values stock.
Bigger Throttle Bodies Are Not Always Better High-flow throttle bodies are not usually
necessary on mildly modified engines but are essential with a "bumpier" cam, in the presence
of a cylinder-head modification, or if the displacement of the engine changes. This was good for
approximately cfm of flow at 28 inches of H2O. The aftermarket offers units with and 58mm
openings, which are capable of flowing cfm and 1, cfm, respec-tively. Though it is hard to over
throttle body an engine with these available parts, a small V-8 may lose some tip-in driveability
due to an excessively large unit. In most instances, the installation of a large throttle body on a
relatively stock engine costs the owner a few hundred dollars and a performance gain of zero.
Close Ad. Ray T. Bohacz writer. Manifolds Stock TPI manifold passage length 8. Edelbrock
Performer RPM passage length 6. Edelbrock Victor Jr. Runners Stock TPI runner length
Edelbrock Performer RPM Factory EFI systems have intake manifolds that incorporate
extremely long runners. Fuel Pressure Injector Size Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. All
flow testing done at inches H2O with the approximate temperature at 68F. The laws of physics
state that bends create frictional flow losses that consequently affect airflow, as confirmed here.
Fuel pressure affects the flow capacity of the injector. Some of us have been there. Others
never have. For those who have seen the inside, we realize it's a scary and confusing place. We
slowly found our way around the "safer areas," then ventured further as we felt more
comfortable. Still, years later, there are unknown caverns where we fear to tread. The place we
speak of does not exist in the physical world-it's in a virtual one. We're talking about the world
of the Ford Electronic Engine Control system. Not too many years ago, the means to get inside
and reprogram the Ford Electronic Engine Control or EEC, pronounced eek system was
reserved to few who possessed the specialized systems and electronic engineering knowledge
to read and "reverse engineer" the Ford EEC system. But in this day and age, in addition to
several stand-alone electronic engine control systems that totally replace the stock system ,
there are many aftermarket systems available with the ability to reprogram your existing Ford
EFI system, either through an add-on chip or by reflashing the stock processor. In this
three-part series, we'll give you the background info on how the EEC systems work. In Part 2 we
will discuss simple tuning specifics as far as the Ford EEC system parameters go , while in Part
3 we'll go through some actual tuning techniques again, very much simplified. In the end, you'll
hopefully understand what your hired tuning expert is doing. It uses various sensors to "see"
current running conditions and under-stand driver demands, then make decisions and perform
calculations based on its internal programming on board memory. Finally, it sends electronic
outputs to a host of actuators which control the fuel and spark delivery for the engine,
emissions control systems, coolant fans, automatic transmission functions, and so on. In this
series, we will focus primarily on the fuel and spark control, since they have the greatest
influence on engine performance. Fuel Control BasicsBefore we go into detail on the three
different fuel control strategies, you need to understand the fundamental similarities between all
EFI systems. That leads us to the electronic fuel injectors and the EFI fuel system. It's a simple
enough concept. But with electronic fuel injectors, the added fuel flow does not come from
increasing the flow through the injectors in the same way, as say, the throttle valve increased

the airflow by opening the passage in the inlet path. When it's on, it flows fuel in proportion to
its nozzle size, and fuel pressure. When it's off, it flows no fuel at all. To vary the amount of fuel
flowing, the injectors are pulsed on and off, meaning they are opened and closed quite rapidly.
If more fuel is needed, the "on" pulse gets longer. The amount of time the injectors are open is
termed Pulse Width. Or, the time between successive pulses gets shorter. This is important,
since many people don't understand how you can flow more fuel with a shorter PW. The ratio
between injector "on time" and on time plus "off time" total cycle time is known as the Duty
Cycle, DC. For example, if the PW on time is 2. Injection events can either be done in batch fire
mode, where groups banks of injectors are fired at the same time usually once per engine
revolution , or in sequential mode, where individual port injectors fire for their cylinder only,
normally following the engine firing order once every second engine revolution for four stroke
engines. For a given injector size, at a fixed fuel pressure, the fuel flow rate will increase directly
proportionally to the duty cycle. That is, until you reach percent DC. At that point, the injectors
are theoretically open all the time, and fuel flow can't increase unless the fuel pressure is
increased-we'll get to that in a minute. Hence the reason to install larger flow injectors. In
practice, you typically don't want to have the DC regularly exceed 85 percent, since the injectors
can overheat from all the applied current. Also at high DC the injector pulse width can become
unstable, and with some injectors, less fuel will actually flow at high DCs. So maximum fuel flow
will then be limited by the size of the injector, right? Not totally. The other variable is the fuel
pressure acting across the injector from the supply side to the intake manifold side. For a given
nozzle size, you can push more flow through with a higher fuel pressure. This is why injectors
are flow rated at a specific fuel pressure. It is also why you can get away with smaller injectors
when using a Fuel Management Unit FMU that's included in many supercharger kits. The FMU
basically cranks the fuel pressure way up under boost to force more fuel through the smaller
injectors. It's really a Band-Aid solution to having properly sized injectors, because the high
pressures can shorten the life of your injectors and your fuel pump. To make life easier for the
ECU to control the fuel flow precisely, we'd like to have only one variable, so the FP is fixed at a
constant value, typically 39 psi for most stock EFI Fords. But if we want constant fuel pressure,
why do we regulate it with manifold vacuum in order to maintain a constant pressure across the
injector? As intake manifold vacuum increases, the intake pressure decreases, therefore we
reduce the fuel rail pressure the same amount to maintain the constant pressure drop across
the injector. For boosted applications, we need to do the same thing in the other direction, i. The
confusing part is we normally talk about manifold vacuum in units of inches of Mercury in. If
you do the units conversion, at 15 in. Hg manifold vacuum idle with a mild cam , we should
reduce fuel pressure by about 7 psi. On the earlier EEC cars, the fuel system was a return-style
system, where the electric fuel pump in the tank simply pumped fuel at full flow all the time. The
manifold vacuum modulated fuel pressure regulator then bypassed the excess fuel back to the
tank. With the newer returnless fuel systems, it gets a bit more complicated. Now the ECU
senses fuel pressure in the fuel rails relative to the manifold vacuum, and controls the fuel
pressure across the injectors by pulsing the pump voltage. With this system, fuel is not
needlessly pumped around and around, heating up in the process. But it requires a special
pump to work with pulsed voltage. The alpha-N is the simplest system, but the least precise for
part throttle and engine load transitions. Hence it is used only in racing applications or for
coping with a failure mode on passenger vehicles. Speed Density and Mass Air can be much
more precise, over a wider range of engine operating conditions, but their precision is only as
good as the programmed volumetric efficiency calibration for SD, or air flow sensor accuracy
for a Mass Air system. Alpha-NFor alpha-N, the "alpha" refers to the angle of opening of the
throttle blade, and "N" refers to the engine rpm. It's that simple. For the "black box" to know
what's going on, a Throttle Position Sensor TPS will be needed, as well as some method of
measuring the engine rpm like a crank position sensor, or output from an electronic ignition
distributor. Fuel control assumes a simplistic relationship between airflow, alpha, and N, i. This
works well for naturally aspirated race engines where radical cams leave little to no manifold
vacuum , and the engine is either idling or at Wide Open Throttle WOT , with not much in
between. The in between and transition parts are where Alpha-N is not so precise, since the
airflow varies with more than just rpm and throttle opening. For example, this system will not
work well with a boosted application, since the ECU has no way of knowing if the airflow is
being pushed into the engine, or with what pressure. Another downside to Alpha-N is the
painstaking process to determine the correct PW for each rpm, and at each throttle position.
Then, of course, as soon as something in the engine is changed, like say a new intake manifold
is bolted on, you have to go back and recreate the PW table from scratch. Even if you change to
larger or smaller injectors, you need to rebuild the entire PW table. Speed DensitySD systems
take fuel control a step further. Using the ideal gas law, it can calculate the instantaneous inlet

air density hence the "density" in SD. Using the VE, engine displacement, and rpm, the ECU can
calculate the instantaneous mass airflow into the engine. Knowing the number of injectors, and
flow rating of the injectors, the ECU can calculate the required DC for the injectors. Let's
illustrate with an example. Let's say we have a 5. Before we can calculate the density, we need
to fix the units so it all works. To save our sanity, we'll do the calculations in metric units. For
the air temperature of 80 degrees F, the absolute temperature would be degrees Kelvin. For an
intake vacuum of 5 in. Hg, the absolute pressure would be For eight injectors, each would need
to flow 0. Since the injectors can flow 8. If it's not correct, the fueling will be off. Therefore,
anything you change on the engine that affects the VE like a better flowing intake manifold or
camshaft for example will throw off the fueling calculations, unless the VE can be
reprogrammed accurately. For that matter, it's a tough task to program all the VE values for
every combination of MAP and rpm. Injector pulse width is still calculated in the same manner
as shown previously, however now the airflow is actually measured instead of calculated. The
big advantage of a MAF system is that you can change things on the engine that affect airflow,
the MAF sensor will realize the change in airflow, and the fueling will still be correct. It makes
the MAF system the most forgiving for engine modifications. Now you may be wondering about
aftermarket MAF meters that are "calibrated" to work with larger injectors. It somehow magically
works without having to reprogram the ECU, right? How it really works is by fooling the ECU. If
there's only half the air, then only half the fuel flow is required, so the ECU will command
roughly half the injector PW. Loading UpLoad is analogous to VE with the mass air systems.
This Percent Load if the peak sea-level load function was programmed correctly would then
calculate percent load as full power output, at all values of rpm. In some ways, this is a more
accurate description of load, since at any rpm, whenat percent load, the engine is giving its all.
With raw load, you would see load values over percent on supercharged applications, which
might seem confusing at first. Another advantage of Percent Load is the ability to use all rows
in any column of a programmed fuel or spark table more about this in Part 2. At percent load,
you'd be at zero manifold vacuum note: this system doesn't work well for boosted applications.
In some other oddball applications, load is actually calculated from Throttle Position i. Load is
used for many purposes in the ECU. Open Loop vs. At part throttle, when the engine runs at the
stoichiometric chemically correct Using an O2 sensor, the ECU can now detect when the engine
is running lean. Problem is, the factory O2 sensors have a narrow band for sensing oxygen. In
other words, they can really only tell the ECU if there is some oxygen in the exhaust, but not
precisely how much. So the ECU doesn't really know how lean the engine is running, only that
it's running lean. So what happens when the engine is running rich and there is no oxygen in
the exhaust? At that point, the ECU knows it went too far it's now lean , so it will richen things
up again until the oxygen disappears, but now it's rich again, so the ECU will again lean things
out, and so on. In other words, the ECU actually learns. In the real world, adaptive strategy can
be a problem. For some ECUs, corrections learned at one set of operating conditions e. In that
case, if you have a MAF sensor that reads too rich at idle typical of many aftermarket MAF
sensors , a leaned idle correction is learned, which if also applied at WOT, can spell disaster.
For these applications, it's necessary to either rework the adaptive learning table in the
programming to prevent learned corrections from being applied under other operating
conditions, or make certain the MAF sensor calibration is corrected. The least desirable,
last-ditch technique is to disable adaptive learning in the tune. Whichever way, a custom tune is
required. This is where a proper tune comes in. In Part 2, we'll cover some of the specific Ford
EEC tuning parameters, then in Part 3 we'll actually put the science to the test, with a
step-by-step custom tune of an '04 Cobra. Stay tuned. When we left off last night in our Week To
Wicked Mustang LX Sport project, we had just removed the stock engine and transmission and
installed most of the Maximum Motorsports suspension. The first step is installing full-length
Fox-body Mustang subframe connectors from Maximum Motorsports to our LX hatchback.
Readers share the story and pictures of their muscle Mustangs and fast Fords. We apologize for
this inconvenience and encourage you to visit Project Vehicles. Ed Hohenberg. The ''87
Mustang 5. Note the lack of a MAF sensor on the air inlet. Here's an example of an Alpha-N fuel
control table. Cell entries are actual fuel injector pulse widths for various throttle blade angles
and engine rpm. After , Ford went to a returnless fuel system. Said system is found in any stock
''04 Cobra. A fuel rail pressure sensor found on the driver-side fuel rail , monitors the fuel
pressure, so the ECU can regulate the fuel pumps as necessary to maintain a constant pressure
drop across the injectors. Ultimately, what you're after with tuning the EEC is more power and
torque, and improved efficiency. Stay tuned and we'll show you how it's done in the upcoming
issues. With a Closed Loop system, the ECU can actually use Exhaust Gas Oxygen sensors to
check and see how well it's doing for fuel control, and make adjustments as necessary,
including updating its programming. Connect With Us. Stay informed with our Newsletter Sign
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Cookie Policy. With PF4 computer controlled multi-port injection, hard starts are a thing of the
past. PF4 EFI has the potential for improved fuel economy when upgrading from a carburetor.
Pro-Flo 4 Electronic Fuel Injection also gives you the ultimate control of your engine when
using the Advanced Tuning features. These features give you the ability to easily adjust your
ignition curve specifically for your engine setup, eliminating the hassle, complexity and
limitations of the standard distributor advance mechanism. This type of control will result in a
smoother idle, faster acceleration, better peak power, improved fuel economy and the ability to
control detonation, all with the touch of your finger in the E-Tuner 4 app. Android devices will
automatically receive notifications as Edelbrock releases updates. Throttle Body style EFI
systems feature fuel rails and injectors mounted directly to a throttle body. This design delivers
the fuel into the air flow stream in the plenum similar to a carburetor. Mixing fuel this way allows
for it to puddle and condense in the plenum of the intake manifold, a recipe for hard cold starts.
Another drawback is the delayed throttle response since the fuel must travel through the intake
manifold to the combustion chamber. Typically, the center cylinders run slightly richer than the
outer cylinders, hindering tuning for peak fuel economy and peak performance. Pro-Flo 4 EFI
systems feature a high performance Edelbrock intake manifold with a 1, cfm throttle body, fuel
rails and individual injectors for each cylinder. Key to the improved performance of a system
like this is the fuel injector location, which is at the end of the runner on the intake manifold
right before the air flow stream enters the combustion chamber. This location provides a more
efficient mixture control thats unaffected by varying intake manifold runner temperatures and
length. The fuel injector is also timed with the intake valve opening, giving the ultimate control
and is the most efficient way to deliver fuel into your engine. This design produces the best fuel
atomization and precise distribution to each cylinder for the ultimate performance. E-Comm
Sales: Sales: Tech: Pro-Flo 4 is not just a replacement for your carb, it's a complete engineered
system providing the ultimate in performance, drivability, quality and value. These Universal
SumpFuel Kits are designed to provide the necessary high fuel pressure required for EFI
applications in vehicles equipped with an existing low pressure carbureted fuel system. An
internal divider optimizes flow quantity and distribution into the manifold and they can be
mounted forward, backward, or sideways on Victor EFI square-bore manifolds. Smaller sizes are
slightly larger than stock and are a great first step for stock or mildly modified engines. Larger
sizes are for more radical, high-output engine combos and in most cases, require port matching
of the manifold for proper fitment and performance. The installation was plug-and-play, and the
self-learning ECU is already doing an amazing job after only a few short drives. The fuel rails
and individual injectors provide such smooth drivability and effortless, instantaneous cold
startup. The pre-loaded calibrations on the E-Tuner 4 app are great, and I really like the ability to
adjust the system and monitor engine vitals right from the tablet. The PF4 is a great kit. So easy
to install and all the parts you need come with the kit. Being able to control my engine from the
tablet or from an app on my phone is awesome. It really woke up my stock Anyone looking to
switch to EFI I would strongly recommend this kit. It was a shame this car sat for 5 years
because I got tired of rebuilding the carburetor all the time. Now it fires right up no matter what
the weather is like or how long it has sat. On top of that it idles perfectly, throttle response is
amazing at any RPM, and gas mileage has increased dramatically. Pro Flo 4 has made my
Camaro daily drivable which I would have never thought possible. The engine was carbureted
before I switched to the Edelbrock fuel injection system. This system was exactly as advertised.
I was able to install it in one afternoon and the wiring was truly plug and play. I removed the
carburetor manifold and the injection manifold bolted right on with no modifications. I decided

to go with a new fuel tank made for fuel injection so that delayed the install slightly. This system
had the small computer included so the start up procedure went smooth and the self tuning
worked exactly as advertised. So far the throttle response is amazing and I have noticed a
significant increase in fuel mileage. I would strongly recommend this system to anyone looking
to go from a carburetor to fuel infection. The car is great to travel in and runs great in all
conditions. I had great performance with the PF1 but this new system was so much better. The
new system was much cleaner and easier to install, the new wireless tablet set-up screens and
analog viewing was the best. Took it testing to Johnson Valley Ca. Also had great support from
the Edelbrock team. Thanks to Mark and Curt, Mark for meeting me out there and going for a
ride. Off-roaders it works! Toby Weiss, Fiery Sr. Check out our quarterly magazine that covers
user stories, news about printing and EFI, tips and tricks and white papers! United States
English North America. United States English. South America. Deutschland Deutsch. Italia
italiano. United Kingdom English. Asia Pacific. Ceramic Tile Printers. Reggiani Textile. Fiery for
Inkjet. Cubik for building materials. EFI Reggiani Inks. Productivity Software Productivity Suite.
Optitex Textile 3D Design. Business Intelligence. Shop Floor Data Collection. Business
Consulting. Software A-Z Quick Finder. MarketDirect Customer Engagement Platform. Fiery
proServer and Fiery XF. Fiery Command WorkStation. Fiery Production Solutions. Fiery
Workflow Suite. Fiery Color and Imaging. Fiery Integration. Fiery Office Solutions. Fiery Print
Applications. World of Fiery Webinars. Self-Serve and Mobile Printing. Let your customers know
you're open for business. Fiery Command WorkStation 6. Convenience at your fingertips. Learn
More. The pillars of Fiery innovation. Watch Video. EFI IQ. Cloud applications for intelligent print
production Learn More. Fiery Color Profiler Suite 5. More tools and technology to get color right
every time Learn More. New Fiery drivers for Windows. Fiery software comp
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saab q5
atible with macOS Introducing MarketDirect PackCentral. The online customer ordering portal
designed for packaging producers Learn More. Streamlining Superwide Printing. Efficiency and
profitability set to increase with new automated workflow solution Learn more. EFI Newsletters.
Subscribe to the EFI Newsletters to receive updates on our products and services. EFI
Communities. EFI Select Magazine. Print production evolved Learn More. A notice to our
Customers As communities begin to feel the impact of the coronavirus COVID , we want to
share with you the steps we are taking to help protect the health and safety of our customers,
partners and our EFI team members, which is always our top priority. EFI News. Applications
Gallery. Driver Downloads. Register Here! What's New Fiery software compatible with macOS
Read more. Unify print job management with Fiery Command WorkStation 6. EFI Productivity
Software, the leader in the printing and packaging industry. All Rights Reserved. Follow us.

